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PREFACE

Dear Students,
The most important target of contemporary universities is to
prepare their students for life. In addition to the knowledge
within the field of study, the knowledge and skill of using at
least one foreign language efficiently is in first place.
Marmara University is one of the few universities in our
country that provides multi-lingual education. We have a
great number of departments whose mediums of instruction
are German, Arabic, French and English.
Marmara University School of Foreign Languages (MU-SFL)
provides language education to our students who are enrolled
at our university but have problems in the language medium of
their education. Besides this, the relevant units are provided
with instructor support in giving foreign language courses
which are obligatory in each department.
At the same time, we are making an effort to introduce foreign languages to our students through
distance learning, using modern technology. By developing the technical infrastructure, we would
like to implement Marmara University Distance Language Training Program (MU-UZDEM), which
can provide certificates.
Students who are currently studying a foreign language in our school have a chance to practice and
reinforce what they have learned outside the school hours through Marmara Moodle, a system we
have just started to implement. Especially after 2010, there have been some important changes and
regulations in our School of Foreign Languages. These changes and regulations can be summarized
under four main categories which are as follows:
1. Changes in Curriculum Design: Grammar-based instruction which was previously taught in
our school has been altered. New programmes have been designed based on Common European
Framework of References (CEFR) in order for students to improve their listening, reading, speaking
and writing skills. Exams administered by MU-SFL for Marmara University have also been designed
according to this framework.
2. Technical Innovations: In order for our lessons to be taught in line with the contemporary
technological opportunities, infrastructure has been developed. Each class has been equipped with
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a computer connected to the Internet, overhead projector, speakers and a whiteboard. The number
of classrooms with sufficient technological equipment has been increased.To give an example,
the number of classrooms has been increased from 42 in 2006 to 63; the number of laboratories
has been increased from 3 in 2006 to 6; the number of overhead projectors has been increased
from 12 in 2006 to 98. The number of classrooms was increased and this has resulted in teaching
and learning opportunities for a great number of students. The number of students at preparatory
school was 1182 in 2009, whereas it was 2325 in 2016.
3. Public Courses: There have been regulations which increased the quality and demands of the
courses offered by Marmara University Continuing Education Centre in accordance with the School
of Foreign Languages. There were 45 classes and 1320 students in 2006 whilst these numbers
increased to 196 and 3266 respectively in 2016. Marmara University School of Foreign Languages
offers its language teaching experience not only to its students, but also to other individuals who are
eager to learn a foreign language. In this respect, language teaching courses offered by Marmara
University Continuing Education Centre are administered under guidance of Marmara University
School of Foreign Languages. Intensive language courses are offered to lecturers in our university
within the scope of Academic Language Programme. In addition, private courses for the exams
such as TOEFL, IELTS, YDS and YÖKDİL speaking courses aimed at fluent speaking are offered by
the MU-SFL.
4. Support for State Projects: In – depth foreign language education has been offered to Teaching
Staff Training Program personnel administered by the Council of Higher Education and trainees
to be sent abroad by Ministry of Education in accordance with the law no. 1416. The academic
staff of MU-SFL are extremely experienced and qualified. According to the current organizational
structure, besides German, French and English units, Turkish Language Education courses are
offered for foreigners in MU Turkish Language Education Unit. As a result of collaboration with
the Presidency for Turks Abroad and Related Communities, Turkish is taught to more than 200
students from over 60 countries every year.
As the Directorate of Marmara University School of Foreign Languages, we strongly believe that we
fulfil our responsibilities in accordance with our mission to increase the quality of foreign language
education. In this sense, the best support comes from our administrative and academic staff and
we are continuing to increase our high-quality standards in education day by day with the help of
their devoted work.
The support of our Rectorate encourages and inspires us to achieve more in this process. Therefore,
we are happy to take this opportunity to show our gratitude primarily to our Rector Prof. Dr. Mehmet
Emin ARAT, to the Vice Rectors and to all the authorities responsible for administrative duties. Our
most essential goal is to provide effective and permanent services in line with our motto:
“Marmara University is the best place to learn foreign languages.”

Prof. Dr. Harun DUMAN
MU-SFL
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1. MISSION, VISION and VALUES
1.1. Our Mission
The historical background of Marmara University dates back to 1883. On January 16, 1883, it was
founded as a school under the control of the Ministry of Trade and Forestry (Ottoman Period). 13
students graduated from the school in 1887. The school went under the control of the Ministry of
Education on September 21, 1899 but in 1893 it was closed for reclamation. The school was opened
again on September 15, 1897 under the control of the ministry of Education. It was converted into
Istanbul Science Academy of Economics and Trade in 1959.
The foundation of Marmara University School of Foreign Languages dates back to 1976. As the
number of students who wanted to study at university raised, the Ministry of Education decided
to open a School of Foreign Languages that was capable of issuing diploma at associate level as
an interim solution. Kadıköy Foreign Language School was one of the five schools opened country
wide. In the building where Kadıköy Anadolu High School is located today, the day Maarif College
provides education. During the evening time, English, French, and German teaching activities are
carried out. Some of the graduates started working as foreign language teacher. Meanwhile, most
of the graduates started working in other places of trade. On July 20, 1982, some of the education
institutions in Istanbul was joined to the new organization called Marmara University through the
law number 2809 dated March 28, 1983. One of these institutions was Kadıköy Foreign Language
School. Our school had been in action within the Rector’s Office before it was renamed as Marmara
University School of Foreign Languages (MUSFL) , on March 1, 2006.
Until 2008, our School of Languages used to comprise the Translation and Interpreting Departments
of German, French, and English Languages; however, the current status of our School of Languages
is limited to providing the compulsory and preparatory language courses. Meanwhile, support for
foreign language courses provided under Continuing Education Centre (MÜSEM) is carried out by
the lecturers of our School of Foreign Languages.
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As stated in article 49 of the Higher Education Law, the main duty of Schools of Foreign Languages
at universities is to prepare students for university education in a foreign language and enable them
to acquire a certain level of proficiency.
It is to make up for any lack in the foreign language knowledge of newly registered students who will
study at partial or full English (or other foreign languages) medium departments at our university.
Our aim is to enable students who were unable to perform well in the foreign language placement
and proficiency tests to acquire skills of reading, listening, writing and speaking, and to improve
grammar and vocabulary by using advanced educational technologies in order to help them pursue
their further studies without difficulty and communicate in the foreign language effectively. We
also aim to enable students to gain the skills of following academic publications related to their
fields and participating in academic activities, and help them to acquire communication skills they
will need in their social lives in the modern age. For this, foreign language preparatory education
consists of student-centered, process-driven and modern approach based courses, online studies
and portfolio studies.
In addition to the preparatory language education, our School of Foreign Languages takes an active
role in state projects as well. Supportive missions concerning the language deficiencies of students
who will be sent abroad by the Ministry of Education (MEB), Council of Higher Education (YÖK),
Presidency of Turks Abroad and Related Communities (YTB), Turkish Maarif Foundation (TMV) for
education purposes are also carried out by our School of Foreign Languages.

1.2. Our Vision
The vision of Marmara University School of Foreign Languages is to raise the quality of education
to the highest level possible, and to provide students and others who want to get education with
rational solutions to their problems in foreign languages.
• It is to make learning a foreign language professional training of a foreign language rather than
a burden with the help of its physical capacities, facilities and academic staff.
• It is to reach out for new horizons in foreign language teaching by taking advantage of information technologies and to assume the leading role in this aspect.
• It is to establish a necessary platform for those who would like to learn a second foreign language in addition to their compulsory foreign language classes.
• It is to make Preparatory School students familiar with the culture and mentality of the language they learn.
• It is to contribute to the success of Marmara University in the national and international arena
and to support the university attaining a privileged position among similar academic institutions. It is to maintain our position of being one of the best preparatory programs of foreign
language education in Turkey.
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1.3. Our Values
• To reach a privileged position among similar academic institutions
• To be respectful of different opinions
• To provide a peaceful educational environment
• To serve society in the light of human values
• To not compromise on good quality education understanding
• To reinforce corporate identity
• To raise the reputation of Marmara University
• To increase collaboration with colleagues
• To provide rational and professional solutions for problems
• Objectivity and transparency
• To build the future by reaching out for new horizons
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1.4. Organizational Chart
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2. LIFE ON CAMPUS
The School of Foreign Languages is located on Göztepe campus of Marmara University, where
students will attend their classes during this academic year. The campus is located in the city
center; thus, getting around is easy with public transport. Our campus includes a cafeteria and
canteens for lunch and dinner, outdoor and indoor sports facilities, mosques, a health center, male
and female hair stylists, a book sales office where our university publications are sold and a library
which is open open 24/7.
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3. ACADEMIC UNITS
3.1. German Unit
3.1.1. Academic Calendar
This calendar provides information such as the dates of applications, the beginning and end of term,
progress tests, proficiency exams and make-up exams and holiday periods. The Academic Calendar
is published on our website.
3.1.2. Book Supply
Having their books as quickly as possible is essential to start lessons properly. For this reason, the
resources to be used for that year are announced on the school’s website before the classes start,
and students are expected to obtain their books and other resources as soon as the result of the
placement test is announced. During the first week of lessons they can obtain the books from the
German Coordinator’s office.
3.1.3. Curriculum and Teaching Hours
The hours vary depending on level. The lessons in the preparatory class start every day at 08:30.
A1 Language Level Program
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Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

08:30-12:50

08:30-12:50

08:30-13:10

08:30-13:10

08:30-12:00

Students can find information about their course schedule and the course they are attending at the
beginning of the academic year on the school’s website. German classrooms are in the Faculty of
Science and Letters, basement floor, C Block, Foreign Languages corridor.
3.1.4. Exams
3.1.4.1. Proficiency Exam (MUYYES-Fall)
Students who wish to be exempted from the preparatory class before the beginning of the academic
year take this exam and are exempted from the preparatory course if they pass. The students who
have attended the preparatory course for one year and fail can take the proficiency exam (MUYYESFall) which is held at the beginning of the next academic year. The results are announced within five
working days of the exam date on the school’s website. Those who have completed their secondary
education in a country where the foreign language is spoken as the language of instruction during
the last three years are exempted from MUYYES-Fall exam and preparatory examination.
In addition, a student is exempted from the preparatory class if any of the following international
exams are taken and the following score is attained as indicated below. The exam must be taken on
the specified date. MUYYES-Fall.
Academic Exams in German Accepted as Equivalent
Goethe Zertifikat B2 (at least 60 points)
TestDaF 4x3
3.1.4.2. Placement Test
Students who do not take the proficiency exam or fail the exam are to take the placement test on the
date and time announced by the School of Foreign Languages to start their preparatory classes. As
a result of this exam, students are placed in classes appropriate for their language level. In order
for the evaluation to be accurate, they should answer the questions in order and not guess. In this
way each student will benefit from the academic curriculum and ensure their motivation throughout
the academic year. The exam results and the number of the class that each student is placed are
announced within five working days of exam date on the school’s website.
3.1.4.3. Quizzes
There are a total of eight quizzes throughout the year. Quizzes are not indicated in the Academic
Calendar. The dates and hours are not announced in advance. Lessons are held on quiz days and
the exam is administered in one class hour. There are no make-up quizzes. The quiz results are
entered into the BYS (M.U. Information Management System) by the instructors within five working
days after the quiz. Detailed information about the content of a quiz is announced to the students
during the orientation program which is held at the beginning of each academic year. Four short
quizzes are equal to one progress exam. The calculation of four quiz grades is as follows for each
semester:
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1st Term: A dialogue (in-class)
2nd Term: A graphical presentation
A1 (Weekly assignments HA-WS word tests)
Reading and presentation of the book
A2 (Weekly assignments HA – and word tests / WS)	B1 (HA and WS)
A written test (writing text)B1 + (HA and WS)

3.1.4.4. Progress Tests
A total of four progress tests are held during the year. These tests are more extensive and take
longer than the quizzes. No lessons are held on the dates of the progress exams. The dates of the
progress tests are indicated in the Academic Calendar. Information about the scope of the progress
tests are announced to the students in the orientation program that is held at the beginning of the
academic year.
3.1.4.5. Proficiency Exam (MUYYES-Winter)
It is held in January at the time specified in advance in the academic calendar. Information and test
conditions for this examination are announced to students during the orientation program which is
held at the beginning of the academic year. In addition, if a pass note is taken from any of the exams
listed below the student is considered to have completed the preparatory class. The binding decision
to enrol students who have passed the Proficiency (MUYYES-Winter) exam or who have passed an
international exam is made by the relevant faculty. There is no make-up exam for MUYYES-Winter.
Academic Exams in German Accepted as Equivalent
Goethe Zertifikat B2 (at least 60 points)
TestDaF 4x3
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3.1.4.6. Proficiency exam (MUYYES-Spring)
All students who have not successfully completed the preparatory class in the previous academic
year but who have fulfilled the attendance requirement and met a score of 60 or above will be
admitted to the MUYYES-Spring exam.(The two-year period following the date on which the exam
is concluded is for the time being.) The results of MUYYES-Spring exam are announced within five
working days of exam date on the school’s website. There is no make-up exam for MUYYES-Spring.
3.1.4.7. Summer School Exam (MUYYES-Summer)
If students fail MUYYES-Spring and have met the attendance requirement they can enrol in the
summer program and upon fulfilling the requirements they can take the exam. There is no make-up
exam for MUYYES-Summer.
3.1.4.8. Make-up Exams
Students who cannot take the progress tests due to a valid reason must have their excuse in
accordance with the principles stated in Marmara University Make-up Regulations and notify the
Higher Education Center within five working days following the exam. A list of progress tests is given
to those who are accepted by the Administrative Board. Proficiency exams and quizzes do not have
a make-up.

3.2. French Unit
3.2.1. Academic Calendar
This calendar provides information such as the dates of applications, the beginning and end of
course, progress tests, proficiency exams and make-up exams and holiday periods. The Academic
Calendar is published on our website.
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3.2.2. Book Supply
Having their books as quickly as possible is essential to start the lessons properly. For this reason,
the resources to be used for that year are announced on the school’s website before the classes
start and students are expected to obtain their books and other resources as soon as the result of
the placement test is announced. During the first week of lessons, they can obtain the books from
the French Coordinator’s office.
3.2.3. Curriculum and Teaching Hours
The hours vary by level. The lessons in the preparation class start every day at 08:20.
A1 Language Level Program
Monday

Tuesday

08:20-13:30

08:20-13:30

Wednesday
08:20-13:30

Thursday
08:20-13:30

Friday
08:20-11:50
14:00-15:30

They can find information about their course schedule and the course they are attending at the
beginning of the academic year on the school’s website. French classrooms are located on 4th floor
of Nihat Sayar Building.
3.2.4. Exams
3.2.4.1. Proficiency Exam (MUYYES-Fall)
Students who wish to be exempted from the preparatory class before the beginning of the academic
year, take this exam and are exempted from the preparatory course if they pass. The students who
have attended the preparatory course for one year and fail can take the proficiency exam (MUYYESFall) which is held at the beginning of the next academic year. The results are announced within five
working days of the exam date on the school’s website. Those who have completed their secondary
education in a country where the foreign language is spoken as the language of instruction during
the last three years are exempted from MUYYES-Fall exam and preparatory exam.
In addition, a student is exempted from MUYYES-Fall and the preparatory class if any of the following
international exams are taken and the following score is attained as indicated below. The exam
must be taken on the specified date. There is no make-up exam for MUYYES-Fall.
Academic Exam in French Accepted as Equivalent
Delf B2 (50) To take at least 10 points from each language skill
3.2.4.2. Placement Test
Students who fail to take the proficiency exam or fail the exam, will take the placement test on the
date and time announced by the School of Foreign Languages to start their preparatory classes.
As a result of this exam, students are placed in classes appropriate for their language level. In
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order for the evaluation to be accurate, they should answer the questions in order and not guess.
In this way they will benefit from the academic curriculum and ensure their motivation throughout
the academic year. The exam results and the number of the class each student is placed in are
announced within five working days of exam date on the school’s website.
3.2.4.3. Quizzes
There are a total of ten quizzes throughout the year. Quizzes are not indicated in the Academic
Calendar. The dates and hours are not announced in advance. Lessons are held on quiz dates and
the exam is administered in one class hour. There are no make-up quizzes. The quiz results are
entered into the BYS by the instructors within five working days after the quiz. Detailed information
about the content of a quiz is announced to the students during the orientation program which is
held at the beginning of each academic year. The calculation of ten quiz grades is as follows for two
terms:
1st TERM (5 Quizzes = 1 Progress Test)
QUIZ 1

CO (Listening)

CE
(Understanding)

EE (Writing)

EO (Speaking)

25 points x 4 =
100

QUIZ 2

CO (Listening)

CE
(Understanding)

EE (Writing)

EO (Speaking)

25 points x 4 =
100

QUIZ 3

CO (Listening)

CE
(Understanding)

EE (Writing)

EO (Speaking)

25 points x 4 =
100

QUIZ 4

AE 1
(Summerı
atölyesi)

AE 2 (Writing
workshop)

AE 3
(Writing
workshop)

AE 4 (Writing
workshop)

25 points x 4 =
100

QUIZ 5

LABORATORY
PROJECT

100 points

2nd TERM (5 Quizzes = 1 Progress Test)
QUIZ 1 CO (Listening)

CE
(Understanding)

EE (Writing)

EO (Speaking)

25 points x 4 =
100

QUIZ 2 CO (Listening)

CE
(Understanding)

EE (Writing)

EO (Speaking)

25 points x 4 =
100

QUIZ 3 CO (Listening)

CE
(Understanding)

EE (Writing)

EO (Speaking)

25 points x 4 =
100

AE 2 (Writing
workshop)

AE 3
(Writing
workshop)

AE 4 (Writing
workshop)

25 points x 4 =
100

QUIZ 4
QUIZ 5

AE 1
(Summerı
atölyesi)

LABORATORY PROJECT

100 points
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3.2.4.4. Progress Tests
A total of four Progress Tests are held during the year. These tests are more extensive and take
longer than the quizzes. No lessons are held on the dates of these tests. The dates of the Progress
tests are indicated in the Academic Calendar. Information about the scope of the Progress Tests is
announced to the students in the orientation program that is held at the beginning of the academic
year.
3.2.4.5. Proficiency Exam(MUYYES-Winter)
It is held in January at the time specified in advance in the academic calendar. Information and test
conditions for this exam are announced to students during the orientation program which is held at
the beginning of the academic year. In addition, if a pass note is taken from any of the exams listed
below the student is considered to have completed the preparatory class. The binding decision to
enrol students who have passed the Proficiency (MUYYES-Winter) exam or who have passed an
international exam is made by the relevant faculty. There is no make-up exam.
Academic Exam in French Accepted as Equivalent
Delf B2 (50) To take at least 10 points from each language skill
3.2.4.6. Proficiency Exam (MUYYES-Spring)
All students who have not successfully completed the preparatory class in the previous academic
year but who have fulfilled the attendance requirement and met a score of 60 or above will be
admitted to the MUYYES-Spring exam.(The two-year period following the date on which the exam
is concluded is for the time being.) The results of MUYYES-Spring exam are announced within five
working days of exam date on the school’s website. There is no make-up exam.
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3.2.4.7. Summer School Exam (MUYYES-Summer)
If students fail MUYYES spring and have met the attendance requirement they can enrol in the
summer program and upon fulfilling the requirements can take the exam. There is no make-up
exam.
3.2.4.8. Make-up Exams
Students who cannot take the progress tests due to a valid reason must have their excuse in
accordance with the principles stated in Marmara University Make-up Regulations and notify the
Higher Education Center within five working days following the exam. A list of progress tests is given
to those who are accepted by the Administrative Board. Proficiency exams and quizzes do not have
a make-up.

3.3. English Unit
3.3.1. Academic Calendar
This calendar provides information such as the dates of applications, the beginning and end of
course, progress tests, proficiency exams and make-up exams and holiday periods. The Academic
Calendar is published on our website.
3.3.2. Book Supply
Having their books as quickly as possible is essential to start lessons properly. For this reason, the
resources to be used for that year are announced on the school’s website before the classes start
and students are expected to obtain their books and other resources as soon as the result of the
placement test is announced. During the first week of classes, they can obtain books from the stand
of the publisher.
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3.3.3. Curriculum and Teaching Hours
Although the hours may vary according by level, there is a double-shift teaching system in preparatory
school. Students can find out their number of the class on the lists published on the website at the
beginning of the academic year. English unit courses are held on the Nihat Sayar Building and the
Faculty of Science and Letters are in the Class C Block Foreign Language Classrooms.
Language Level Program (The hours vary by level.)
MORNING CLASSES
AFTERNOON CLASSES

08:20 – 12:50
08:20 – 11:30
13:00 – 17:30
14:00 – 17:30

3.3.4. Exams
3.3.4.1. Proficiency Exam (MUYYES-Fall)
Students are required to take the Proficiency Exam prior to the beginning of the academic year.
Students who pass this exam (over 60) are exempt from Preparatory School and move on to taking
courses from their own departments. It is extremely important for students who are not exempted
to take the Proficiency Exam, since they will be placed in levels in line with the scores they get
from the exam. The students who attend prep classes for one year but fail can take the Proficiency
Exam (MUYYES-Fall) which is held at the beginning of the next academic year. The results are
announced within five working days of the exam date on the school’s website. Those who have
completed their secondary education in a country where the foreign language is spoken as the
language of instruction during the last three years are exempted from MUYYES-Fall exam and
preparatory education.
In addition, a student is exempted from the preparatory class if any of the following international
exams are taken and the following score is attained as indicated below. The exam must be taken on
the specified date. MUYYES-Fall.
Academic Exams in English Accepted as Equivalent
TOEFL IBT

72

CAE/ CPE

C

PTE ACADEMIC

55

3.3.4.2. Placement Test
Students who fail MUYYES-FALL are to attend preparatory school and MUYYES – fall exam scores
are taken into consideration in order to place them in related language levels. Exam results,
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language level and the number of the class they have placed are announced within five working days
of exam date on the school’s website.
3.3.4.3. Quizzes
There are a total of four quizzes throughout the year. Quizzes are not indicated in the Academic
Calendar but the pacing and dates can be specified on a weekly basis. Exam dates and exam hours
are not announced in advance. Lessons are held on the quiz days and the exam is administered in
one class hour. There are no make-up quizzes. Quiz grades are combined and the averages are
taken at the end of the semester and instructors enter the grades into the BYS. Detailed information
about the content of the short exams is announced to the students during the orientation program
that is held at the beginning of each academic year. %40 percent of the average of four in-class
writing tasks, % 40 percent of the average of two quizzes and %20 percent of the average of three
online studies make up one progress exam score. The breakdown of the progress exam is as follows:
1st TERM:
4 in-class writing tasks 40%
2 quizzes

40%

Online Studies 20%
2nd TERM:
4 in-class writing tasks 40%
2 quizzes

40%

Online Studies 20%
3.3.4.4. Progress Tests
A total of four Progress Tests are held during the year. These tests are more extensive and take longer
than the quizzes. No lessons are held on the dates of these tests. The dates of the Progress tests are
indicated in the Academic Calendar. Information about the scope of the Progress Tests is announced to
the students in the orientation program that is held at the beginning of the academic year.
3.3.4.5. Proficiency Exam (MUYYES-Winter)
It is held in January at the time specified in advance in the academic calendar. Information and test
conditions for this exam are announced to students during the orientation program which is held at
the beginning of the academic year. In addition, if a pass note is taken from any of the exams listed
below the student is considered to have completed the preparatory class. The binding decision to
enrol students who have passed the Proficiency (MUYYES-Winter) exam or who have passed an
international exam is made by the relevant faculty. There is no make-up exam. Students who start
the preparatory class at A2 and B1 are entitled to take MUYES-Winter exam.
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Academic Exams in English Accepted as Equivalent
TOEFL IBT

72

CAE / CPE

C

PTE ACADEMIC

55

3.3.4.6. Proficiency Exam (MUYYES-Spring)
All students who have not successfully completed the preparatory class in the previous academic
year but who have fulfilled the attendance requirement and met a score of 60 or above will be
admitted to the MUYYES-Spring exam. Scores taken from the exam are valid for two-year-period
following the date it is concluded. The results of MUYYES-Spring exam are announced within five
working days of exam date on the school’s website. There is no make-up exam. Students who
fail this exam have the right to take the MUYYES-Summer and the MUYYES-Fall, MUYYES-Winter,
MUYYES-Spring and MUYYES-Summer exams held in the next academic year.
3.3.4.7. Summer School Exam (MUYYES-Summer)
Students who fail the MUYYES-Spring exam at the end of the academic year or don’t fulfil attendance
requirements and whose grade average is below 60 can enroll in Summer School and provided
that they fulfil attendance requirements, they can take the MUYYES-Summer exam. Students who
fail this exam are entitled to take MUYYES-Fall, MUYYES-Winter, MUYYES-Spring and MUYYESSummer exams in the next academic year.
3.3.4.8. Make-up Exams
Students who cannot enter the progress tests due to a valid reason must document their excuses in
accordance with the principles set forth in Marmara University Acceptance Examination Regulations
and must notify the Directorate of Schools in writing within five working days following the exam date.
A list of progress tests is given to those who are accepted by the Administrative Board. Proficiency
exams and quizzes do not have a make-up.
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3.4. TOMER Unit
3.4.1. Academic Calendar
This calendar provides information such as the dates of applications, beginning and end of courses,
progress tests, proficiency exams and make-up exams and holiday periods. The Academic Calendar
is published on our website.
3.4.2. Book Supply
Having their book as quickly as possible is essential to start lessons properly. For this reason,
the resources to be used for that year are announced on the school’s website before the classes
start and students are expected to obtain their books and other resources as soon as the result of
the placement test is announced. They can obtain the books from the TOMER Coordinator’s Office
during the first week of classes.
3.4.3 Curriculum and Teaching Hours
The hours vary by level. The lessons in the preparatory class start every day at 09:00.
A1 Language Level Course Program
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

09:00-11:50

09:00-11:50

09:00-11:50

09:00-11:50

13:00-15:50

13:00-15:50

13:00-15:50

13:00-15:50

FRIDAY
09:00-11:50
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3.4.4. Exams
3.4.4.1. Proficiency Exam (MUYYES-Fall)
Students who wish to be exempted from the preparatory class before the beginning of the academic
year take this exam and are exempted from the preparatory school if they pass. Students who
attend preparatory school for one year and fail can also take the exam (MUYYES-Fall), which is held
at the beginning of the next academic year. The results are announced within five working days of
the exam date on the school’s website. During the last three years, students who completed their
secondary education in institutions in Turkey are exempted from the MUYYES-Fall exams and exam
preparation. For the students who come with various state protocols, the Turkish MUYYES-Fall
exam is held every day between the 2nd week of September and the first week of October, between
14: 00-17: 00. In addition, the student is exempted from the preparatory class if a valid grade is taken
from any of the following exams. This exam does not have a make-up exam. The exam consists of
four language skills.
Academic Documents in Turkish Accepted as Equivalent
Turkish Exemption Document obtained from state universities
Yunus Emre Institution B2 Turkish Competence Document
3.4.4.2. Placement Test
Students who fail to take the proficiency exam or fail the exam, will take the placement test on the
date and time announced by the School of Foreign Languages to start their preparatory classes.
As a result of this exam, students are placed in classes appropriate for their language level. In
order for the evaluation to be accurate, they should answer the questions in order and not guess.
In this way they will benefit from the academic curriculum and ensure their motivation throughout
the academic year. The placement test is conducted by testing the four language skills. The exam
results and the number of the class each student is placed in are announced within five working
days of exam date on the school’s website. For students arriving with various state protocols,
the placement test is held every day from 09:00 to 12:00 in the morning from the second week of
September to the first week of October.
3.4.4.3. Quizzes
Throughout the year, performance portfolios submitted to the coordinator’s office and their weekly
moodle tasks in computer labs are evaluated as quizzes. The deadlines of the performance portfolio
and moodle tasks are announced to the students at the beginning of each language level. There is
no make-up quiz for students who do not submit their performance Portfolio or moodle tasks on
time. The results of the exam are entered into the e-bys by the instructors within five working days
after the exam. Moodle and performance portfolio grade breakdown is as follows:
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A1

A2

B1

B2

PERFORMANCE PORTFOLIO

%10

%10

%10

%10

MOODLE PROGRAM

%10

%10

%10

%10

3.4.4.4. Progress Test
A total of four progress tests are held during the year. These exams consist of four language skills.
Written exams and oral exams take two days to apply. At B2 level, students are required to present
a project they have prepared using four language skills. The project grade constitutes 50% of the
exam grade. No lessons are held on the exam days. The dates of the progress tests are indicated
in the Academic Calendar. Information on the scope of the progress tests is announced to students
during the orientation program that is held at the beginning of the academic year. The target
language levels for the students who come with various state protocols are specified by protocols.
3.4.4.5. Proficiency Exam (MUYYES-Winter)
It is held in January at the time specified in advance in the academic calendar. Information and test
conditions for this exam are announced to students during the orientation program which is held at
the beginning of the academic year. In addition, if a pass note is taken from any of the exams listed
below the student is considered to have completed the preparatory class. The binding decision to
enrol students who have passed the Proficiency (MUYYES-Winter) exam or who have passed an
international exam is made by the relevant faculty. There is no make-up exam.
Academic Documents in Turkish Accepted as Equivalent
Turkish Exemption Document obtained from state universities
Yunus Emre Institution B2 Turkish Competence Document
3.4.4.6. Proficiency Exam (MUYYES-Spring)
All students who have not successfully completed the preparatory class in the previous academic
year but who have fulfilled the attendance requirement and met a score of 60 or above will be
admitted to the MUYYES-Spring exam. Scores taken from the exam are valid for two-year-period
following the date it is concluded. The results of MUYYES-Spring exam are announced within five
working days of exam date on the school’s website. There is no make-up exam.
3.4.4.7. Summer School Exam (MUYYES-Summer)
There is no summer school in TOMER unit.
3.4.4.8. Make-up Exams
Students who cannot enter the progress tests due to a valid reason must document their excuses
in accordance with the principles stated in Marmara University Make-up Regulations and notify the
Higher Education Center within five working days following the examination date. A list of progress
tests is given to those who are accepted by the Administrative Board. Proficiency exams and quizzes
do not have make-up exam.
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4. FAILURE POLICY
Preparatory education is one year. Students who fail cannot continue classes the next year. Students
who attended classes during a certain academic year and former students who failed MUYYES
previously have the right to take MUYYES Spring exam. Students who fail this exam have the right
to take MUYYES-Summer, MUYYES-Fall, MUYYES-Winter, MUYYES-Spring and MUYYES-Summer
exams which are held in the next academic year. In order to take MUYYES-Summer exam, students
are to fulfil attendance requirements in summer school. MÜ YADYO gives students the right to
take the Proficiency Exam 7 times. These exams do not have a make-up. With the exception of
students of the Foreign Language Education departments of the Education Faculties, students of
other faculties are placed in different Turkish-Medium universities provided that they apply Council
of Higher Education.

5. ABSENTEEISM POLICY
In preparatory programs students are to attend 85 % of classes. The exemption from the absence
policy is possible only in the event of a force majeure. Students are required to document their
excuses in line with the principles set out in the Marmara University Acceptance Examination
Directive. Provided that the students’ excuses are accepted by the Administrative Board, the time
spent away from school due to the valid excuse is not included as absenteeism. Students who don’t
fulfil attendance requirements are deemed unsuccessful. These students cannot attend classes,
progress exams or MUYYES-Spring. Students who fail due to absenteeism may take MUYYES –
Summer or coming MUYYES exams in the following academic year.

6. DISABLED STUDENTS
Students of Marmara University have access to all resources provided by the institution to ensure
that all course materials can be converted to Braille. This service is provided in accessibility OFFICE
located in the library building. There are 2 Braille displays, 1 Braille scanner, 1 Braille printer, 2
working computers, 1 Audio Book Project Speech cabinet, 1 computer, microphone and headset
for Audio Book Project. Our website is designed to be easy to use by all members of the community
and to keep the additional commercial software that the user may need at the lowest possible
level. All pages and interactive content were created by considering users with disabilities. On the
Göztepe Campus, there are disabled elevators in the Central Library and the Rectorate and in the
sports hall. The student cafeteria at Göztepe Campus is organized for our students with orthopaedic
disabilities and helps our handicapped students with catering facilities to serve meals. Part-time
student support is provided for disabled students if requested. All buildings on the campus have risk
guard rails, railing, and other aids for accessibility. All new buildings on campus have toilet stalls for
the disabled. In addition, students with disabilities are being tested on the conditions appropriate for
their special situation at the School of Foreign Languages.
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7.1. The Right to Obtain Information
Students can ask questions about the curriculum and the assessment procedures during the office
hours of the curriculum members. Students are not allowed to enter the assessment office due to
security reasons. In addition, the Directorate, the relevant coordinators and the representatives of
each class have regular meetings on specified dates.

7.2. The Right to Object to Exam Grades
Students can find out about the exam results from the e-bys within five working days following
the exam date. They have the right to appeal exam scores within five working days following the
announcement of the results. Students who wish to object to the exam score, can apply to the
Student Affairs Office of the School of Foreign Languages and fill out an “Objection Request” form.
The exam paper of the student who completed and handed in the petition is re-evaluated by the
appeal committee of the relevant department. Student Affairs Office is required to respond the
petition in five working days.

7.3. The Right to Protect Personal Information
All personal information of the students, their absentee status and their scores are recorded on the
e-bys. Students can only access information in this system via their password. Student information
is not shared with third parties.

7.4. Complaint/ Petition Right
Students make all complaints to the relevant unit coordinators orally. If they cannot get results, they
have the right to apply to the assistant director and director. Students who cannot find a solution to
their complaints, can repeat their complaints addressed to the Directorate with a written petition.
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8. RELEVANT REGULATIONS
• Marmara University Foreign Language and Turkish Preparatory Classes Education-Instruction
And Examination Directive Senate: 1 September 2016 / 349-2
https://goo.gl/9rA287
• Marmara University School of Foreign Languages Preparatory School Required Examinations
And Minimum Points To be Successful
https://goo.gl/gifQ2k
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9. CONTACT
Mail Address
Marmara University
Yabancı Diller Yüksekokulu
Göztepe Kampüsü
Kadıköy/ İstanbul
Phones
+90 216 338 20 87
+90 216 346 29 36
+90 216 348 07 42
+90 216 348 76 33
Fax
+90 216 338 12 40
E-Mail
ydokulu@marmara.edu.tr
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